GO STAMPIN’ THRU BOOKS
A Stamp Collecting Activity Kit is available for each book listed.
The Kit contains information on how to obtain the book and stamps related to the book. .
Pages are provided for collecting specific stamps related to the book.
There is also a cover pictured that relates to the text with space for adding another cover.
A word search puzzle is added just for fun.
The Undefeated
by Kwame Alexander, illustrator Kadir Nelson
Summary: This poem digs into the not-so-distant past to underline the
endurance and spirit of those surviving and thriving in the present.
(19 stamps required; 6 provided)
A Place to Land: Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Speech That
Inspired a Nation
by Barry Wittenstein, illustrator Jerry Pinkney
Summary: This book outlines the voices and opinions of those trusted by
King who contributed to the creating of one of Kings most powerful
speeches. (14 stamps required; 4 provided)
The Roots of Rap: 16 Bars on the 4 Pillars of Hip Hop
By Carole Brown Weatherford, illustrator Frank Morrison. Forward by
Swizz Beatz , a Grammy Award-winning American hip-hop rapper,
DJ, and record producer
Summary: This book traces the growth of rap and hip-hop from
folktales, spirituals, and poetry to a culture of graffiti art, breakdancing and the development of musical artists.
(18 stamps required; 6 provided)
Let It Shine: Stories of Black Women Freedom Fighters
By Andrea Davis Pinkney, Stephen Alcorn, illustrator
Summary: Profiles of ten women who let their lights shine on the darkness of
discrimination. A Coretta Scott King Honor Award Book (9 stamps required;
3 provided)
A Negro League Scrapbook
By Carole Boston Weatherford Forward by Buck O’Neil
Summary: This book is a collection of facts and pictures about the
teams, players, and events that made the Negro League
(10 stamps required; 3 provided)

